1A.

Do you know you’re invited?

A couple in Canada is inviting the entire world to their housewarming party.

(Question lead, direct address lead, multiparagraph lead)

1B.

He turned a paper clip into a three bedroom house.

Canadian Kyle McDonald has performed a trick that the greatest magicians would admire.

(Suspenseful lead, words used in an unusual way lead, multiparagraph lead)

1C.

The guys on A&E’s “Barter Kings” would have to tip their hats to the trading prowess of a Canadian man.

(Suspenseful lead)

2A.

What’s bright orange and traveled nearly 50 mph and ended up a little deflated on a woman’s tennis court?

A bouquet of balloons that began its unlikely journey 630 miles away.

(Question lead, multiparagraph lead)

2B.

“They still have air in them so I think I’ll just keep them,” the Connecticut woman said of the unusual objects she found on her tennis court. “They’ll make a nice little ornament.”

(Quotation lead, suspenseful lead)
3A.

It must have been some news to make a 57-year-old Vietnam veteran act this way: “I was jumping up and down and dancing like a teenager,” he said.

(Quotation lead)

3B.

There’s nothing unusual about a guy asking his gal to the high school prom.

Well, it is if the couple is middle aged.

(Suspenseful lead)